Characterization of the *Schistosoma mansoni* gene encoding the glycolytic enzyme, triosephosphate isomerase
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The complete gene encoding *Schistosoma mansoni* triosephosphate isomerase (TPI) was isolated from a λ phage genomic library on 2 overlapping clones. These genomic clones have been characterized by restriction mapping and DNA sequencing of the 5' flanking region, the exons, the intron boundaries and the polyadenylation addition site. *S. mansoni* TPI is encoded by 6 exons spanning a region of about 12 kb. The 5 introns are located at positions precisely analogous to those of mammalian TPI genes but one of the 6 mammalian TPI introns is missing in *S. mansoni*. We find no evidence of spliced leader involvement in TPI gene expression. The gene is preceded by at least 4 tandem copies of a 2.5-kb repetitive sequence. While the 12-kb size for the *S. mansoni* TPI gene is much larger than the 3-4 kb typical of mammalian TPI genes, the 42-bp first intron is unusually short. The transcription initiation site for the *S. mansoni* TPI gene is heterogeneous. Genomic Southern blot analysis suggests that TPI is expressed from a single copy gene.
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Introduction

Because of its relative abundance, simple assay and central role in glycolysis, triosephosphate isomerase (TPI) has been extensively studied in terms of its biochemistry and its crystal structure [1]. The conserved nature of its amino acid sequence has been established through characterization of TPI cDNAs from distant evolutionary sources. As genes encoding TPI were characterized from different organisms spanning a broad evolutionary range, it was noted that introns generally interrupt coding sequence between regions encoding distinct secondary structural features [2]. The intron positions are often identical, or near identical, even when comparing plant, fungal and animal species [3–5]. Based largely on TPI gene structure analysis, exons have been proposed to be protein coding modules that were joined together early in gene evolution during an 'exon shuffling' process [6].

The structure of genes encoding 'housekeeping' functions and the nature of their promotor elements within the animal phylum *Platyhelminthes* have not been extensively researched, yet several interesting features...
have already emerged. The single-copy hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase gene of the parasitic blood fluke *Schistosoma mansoni* was shown to contain multiple introns, some of which are among the smallest yet characterized, and others many kilobases long [7]. An epidermal growth factor receptor homologue of *S. mansoni* also has introns ranging from extremely short to very large [8]. One exon of the *S. mansoni* 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-CoA gene can be spliced by either conventional cis-splicing or through the process of *trans*-splicing to a spliced leader [9]. In all cases, the intron/exon boundaries have sequences that fit the consensus established for eukaryotic splice junctions [10].

Since no *Platyhelminth* is, as yet, amenable to gene transfer studies, promoter analysis studies have been limited to determination of transcription initiation sites and searching upstream sequences for elements that resemble transcriptional promoters from other organisms. Through such analysis, several putative promoter elements have been reported [7,11-15].

In this paper, we report the characterization of the *S. mansoni* TPI gene. We include the DNA sequence upstream of the transcription start site, downstream of the polyadenylation signal and through all splice junctions. We find one intron of the ‘mini-intron’ variety and no evidence of spliced leader involvement. All introns are in coding DNA and are in the exact locations seen for mammalian and avian TPI introns. Interestingly, the one mammalian intron that is not found in the *S. mansoni* TPI gene is the only intron that is present within the coding region of the *Drosophila melanogaster* TPI gene [16].

**Materials and Methods**

**Cloning and characterizing the *S. mansoni* TPI gene.** An *S. mansoni* genomic library in bacteriophage λ [8] was plated and screened with an *S. mansoni* TPI probe made from the previously cloned full-length cDNA [17] by a random primer labeling procedure using the Multiprime kit (Amersham Corp., Arlington Heights, IL). Based on restriction mapping analysis and Southern blotting with synthetic oligonucleotide probes [18], appropriate DNA fragments were subcloned into M13 or pUC plasmid vectors prior to sequence analysis [19]. Sequence was frequently obtained using TPI oligonucleotide primers homologous to sequences within the exons.

**S1 protection studies.** An oligonucleotide primer (TPIS1-1; 5'-CGAGATCCAGACATTTCCTTTCC-3') was prepared that anneals to *S. mansoni* TPI sense strand DNA surrounding the translation initiation codon. The primer was end-labeled and used to prime DNA synthesis from a single-stranded M13 DNA template (QZ3-1) containing the first two exons of the *S. mansoni* TPI gene and about 2 kb upstream. The reaction products were recut with *HindIII* and the 0.5 kb end-labeled S1 protection probe was purified from an alkaline gel. Probe preparation and S1 protection studies were performed essentially as described by Shoemaker and Mitsock [20] using 80 μg of total *S. mansoni* adult RNA. Protected fragments were resolved on a sequencing gel alongside sequencing reactions in which the same primer and template were used as for the S1 probe preparation.

**Primer extension analysis.** Primer extension studies were performed as previously described [15] by annealing end-labeled oligonucleotides to adult total or poly (A)+ RNA, extending the primer with Superscript II reverse transcriptase (Gibco BRL, Gaithersburg, MD), and resolving the extended products on denaturing polyacrylamide gels. Sequencing reactions employing the TPIS1-1 oligo and QZ3-1 template were used to define the length and termini of the extension products. Two TPI oligonucleotide primers were used in primer extension studies, TPIS1-1 and TPIS1-3 (5'-GAGCTTCTGAGAGTAAC-3', corresponding to a region 80 nucleotides further 3' in the mRNA).

**Rapid amplification of cDNA ends.** 5' RACE
was performed using two methods. Firstly, we used the 5' RACE System from Gibco BRL (Gaithersburg, MD) in which we followed the manufacturer's instructions. Secondly, we employed the method of Frohman et al. [21] as modified by Loh et al. [22]. Both methods produced similar results. cDNA was synthesized at 50°C from adult poly(A)⁺ RNA with either random hexamer or oligo-dT primers and Superscript reverse transcriptase using the buffer and conditions recommended by the manufacturer (Gibco BRL, Gaithersburg, MD). The cDNA/RNA hybrids were hydrolyzed by treatment with 0.15 M NaOH at 65°C for 1 h before the sample was neutralized and extracted with phenol/chloroform. The primers were removed by 4 centrifugations in Centri-con-100 microconcentrators (Amicon, Beverly, MA) and the cDNA was further purified and concentrated by ethanol precipitation. The cDNA was tailed for 1 h at 37°C using 1 mM dGTP and 12 units of deoxy-terminal nucleotide transferase (Promega, Madison, WI).

PCR was performed on the G-tailed cDNA using the anchor primer, 5'-TCTAGAACTA-GTGGATCCCCCCCCCCCCC-3' and the antisense TPI-specific oligonucleotide, 5'-CA-CGCTCTGATAATG-3' (TPI-E4A) that is homologous to TPI cDNA several hundred bases downstream from the translation initiation site. The PCR product was agarose gel purified (Magic PCR Prep, Promega, Madison, WI) and directly sequenced or cloned into a pT7Blue T-vector [23] (Novagen, Madison, WI) for sequence analysis. The purified 5' RACE PCR product was directly sequenced using the end-labeled TPIS1-3 primer and the fmol DNA Sequencing System (Promega, Madison, WI).

To validate the use of direct cycle sequencing of 5' RACE PCR products to characterize the 5' ends of *S. mansoni* mRNAs, we analyzed 3 mRNAs whose 5' ends had been previously characterized by primer extension sequencing [9,15,24]. Direct cycle sequencing of 5' RACE products identified the same 5' terminus and produced the identical sequence as previously defined by primer extension sequencing (R. Davis, unpublished).

**Analysis of *S. mansoni* TPI genomic DNA.** *S. mansoni* genomic DNA preparation, Southern blotting, and RNA preparation were all performed as previously described [8]. The probes were prepared by radiolabeling (as above) DNA fragments obtained by PCR amplification of *S. mansoni* TPI cDNA with specific oligonucleotide primers. To generate the DNA probe fragment for the genomic Southern, one PCR oligonucleotide matched sequence near the initiation codon (TPIPR; 5'-TCTGGATCTCGCAAATTT-3') and the opposing oligonucleotide was homologous to sequence near the 3' end of the third exon (TPI-E3B; 5'-CTACGCTCAGAATGTC-3').

To look for the presence of TPI mRNA having a spliced leader, PCR was performed using an adult cDNA template with a spliced leader specific primer (5'-AACCGTCACCG-TTTTACTC-3') and the TPI-E4A primer under the conditions previously reported [8]. To validate the negative results, several positive controls were employed. One positive control was the same PCR as above but with the TPIPR primer replacing the spliced leader primer. This control produced the TPI cDNA product of the expected size. Another positive control used the same cDNA template and the spliced leader oligonucleotide but employed a second oligonucleotide from within a different mRNA that is known to have a spliced leader (D. Davis, unpublished results). This reaction also produced an amplified cDNA product of the expected size.

**Results and Discussion**

**Cloning and characterization of the *S. mansoni* TPI gene.** Approximately 200 000 recombinant phage from an *S. mansoni* genomic library were screened with a hybridization probe made from a full-length *S. mansoni* TPI cDNA [17]. Eight positively hybridizing phage plaques were identified from which 6 were purified for further characterization. Restriction mapping and Southern blotting were performed on the clones using oligonucleotide probes complementary to sequences at
Fig. 1. Structure of the *S. mansoni* TPI gene. Exons, numbered 1–6, are shown as white blocks. EcoRI and BglII cleavage sites are indicated above and below the gene map, respectively. The approximate positions of the repeat element are represented by the arrows. The portions of the *S. mansoni* TPI gene encompassed by the two genomic clones, GTPI5 and GTPI3, are indicated by brackets.

Various positions in TPI cDNA. Based on these studies, no single genomic clone contained the entire gene but 2 overlapping independent clones, GTPI5 and GTPI3 (Fig. 1), were shown to contain all of the exons of the *S. mansoni* TPI gene. With additional TPI oligonucleotide probes and Southern blotting, the location of each exon was determined within the restriction map of the two genomic clones. Restriction fragments containing exons were subcloned and the complete exon sequence was obtained, including the intron boundaries. Additional sequence was obtained for the regions upstream of the putative transcription start (cap) site (see below) and downstream of the polyadenylation signal. The results, shown in Fig. 2, demonstrate that the *S. mansoni* TPI gene contains 6 exons and 5 introns.

*S. mansoni* TPI gene structure analysis. Several observations can be made upon examination of the *S. mansoni* TPI gene structure. All of the intron/exon boundaries conform to the basic consensus for eukaryotic splice donor and acceptor sites [10]. The gene, at about 12 kb, is much larger than TPI genes reported from plants, fungi and animals [2–4,16] which are all less than 4 kb. The only other fully characterized *S. mansoni* gene for which homologous gene structures from other organisms are available encodes hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase (HGPRT) [7]. In that case the *S. mansoni* gene is substantially smaller than its murine homologue [25].

Another unusual feature of the *S. mansoni* TPI gene, and other *S. mansoni* genes, is the broad range of intron sizes. Although 4 of the 5 TPI gene introns are between 1 and 4 kb, the first intron is only 42 bp. This small intron is less than the minimum 80 bp reported to be required for intron splicing in mammals [26]. In contrast, the vast majority of introns in *Caenorhabditis elegans* are 40–60 bp in size [27] and are thought to employ fewer and/or smaller splicing components [28]. *S. mansoni* genes appear to have features of both mammalian and *C. elegans* genes. Of the *S. mansoni* genes characterized to date, most contain introns larger than 80 bp and many are substantially larger than 1 kb. But very small introns have been observed in both the *S. mansoni* HGPRT [7] and epidermal growth factor receptor homologue (SER) genes [8] and other *S. mansoni* genes (R. Davis, unpublished results). In TPI as well as the previously reported instances, the small introns are always the first, or first several introns in the gene. Thus, *S. mansoni* appears to be an organism that typically contains both large and small introns.

The positions of the introns within the *S. mansoni* TPI coding region are, in every case, identical to intron locations seen within mammalian, avian (chicken) and plant (maize) TPI genes [2,3,29]. One intron (intron 5) present in mammals and chickens is not present within *S. mansoni* or maize. Interestingly, this intron, lacking in the *S. mansoni* and maize genes, is the only intron that is present in the coding region of the *Drosophila* TPI gene [16]. *Aspergillus nidulans* has 5 introns within the TPI gene, but only the one corresponding to the third *S. mansoni* TPI intron is common to both species. Both *Aspergillus* and maize have several introns located at sites not found in the *S. mansoni* TPI gene but all at sites near the ends of secondary structure units, consistent with the model that an antecedent, primordial TPI gene was constructed of multiple protein coding modules separated by introns [2].

About 1 kb upstream of the TPI coding
**Fig. 2.** DNA sequence of the *S. mansoni* TPI gene with coding region translation. Only the coding strand is shown and includes regions upstream of the cap site (indicated) and downstream of the polyadenylation site (indicated). Translated sequences are shown in three letter code above the coding DNA. Intron sequences are displayed in lower case. Where the entire intron sequence is not shown, the approximate size of the intron is given.

Exons are multiple, identically spaced, EcoRI and BgII restriction sites (Fig. 1) and XbaI sites (data not shown). The existence of these sites is consistent with the presence of an element of about 2.5 kb that is tandemly repeated at least four times upstream of the TPI gene. Detection of partial restriction digestion products in genomic Southern blots supports the existence of the repeated element and suggests it exists as four tandem copies (data not shown). The significance of this element and its association with TPI gene function, if any, are not known.

The poly(A) signal for the *S. mansoni* TPI gene is not typical of poly(A) signals from other eukaryotes [30] as we do not find the
canonical AATAAA sequence 20–30 bp before the poly(A) addition site. The AATATA between 10–20 bp prior to poly(A) in *S. mansoni* may be an analogous signal although, due to the A/T rich nature of DNA in this organism, it could be random chance homology. While most *S. mansoni* cDNAs have been reported to have an AATAAA signal upstream of the poly(A) site, exceptions to the rule are common [8,31,32].

**Heterogeneous sites of TPI gene transcription initiation.** Several approaches were undertaken in an effort to determine the cap site for the *S. mansoni* TPI gene. S1 protection analysis (Fig. 3) and primer extension analysis (data not shown) both produced evidence for multiple initiation sites, most prominently in the region bracketed in Fig. 2, but with other weaker sites located nearby. For additional corroboration, the technique of rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE) [21,22] was employed. Direct sequencing of 5' RACE products (data not shown) confirmed that the cap site was heterogeneous with prominent sites located within the bracketed region shown in Fig. 2.

Recently it was shown that a subset of mRNAs from *S. mansoni* contain a 5' leader that is trans-spliced subsequent to transcription [9]. Sequence of the RACE product from *S. mansoni* TPI produced no evidence of a spliced leader on the TPI mRNA. To test whether a small subset of the TPI mRNA might contain the spliced leader, we used the PCR. The reaction employed an adult cDNA template with a sense strand oligonucleotide corresponding to spliced leader sequence and a TPI-specific anti-sense primer (see Materials and Methods). In several controlled attempts, we were unable to generate an amplified fragment by this reaction suggesting that the reported *S. mansoni* spliced leader is not joined to TPI mRNA.

Analysis of the sequence immediately upstream of the cap site, the region in which the promoter is predicted, reveals no clear evidence of a canonical TATA box [10]. Perhaps this is not surprising since the TPI promoter might be

![Fig. 3. S1 protection analysis of the *S. mansoni* TPI mRNA cap site. An end-labeled single-stranded DNA probe was prepared using an oligonucleotide primer (TPIS1-1) that is homologous to the sense strand near the translation initiation site (see Materials and Methods). The probe was annealed to total adult RNA, digested with S1 nuclease and the products were electrophoresed through a DNA sequencing gel (+). A control S1 digest without added RNA (−) and DNA sequencing reactions in which the TPIS1-1 primer was used with a template containing TPI genomic DNA (A,C,G,T) were also loaded onto the sequencing gel.](image-url)
S. mansoni TPI is expressed from a single copy gene. Southern blot analysis was performed on restriction enzyme digests of S. mansoni genomic DNA to determine whether the TPI gene represented by the two genomic clones in Fig. 1 is a unique, single copy gene. As seen in Fig. 4, restriction fragments that hybridize to a TPI probe of exons 1–3 match the sizes expected based on the restriction map of the S. mansoni TPI genomic clones. The lack of additional hybridizing species, even when the filter is subjected to prolonged exposure (data not shown), strongly suggest that TPI is expressed from a single copy gene.

In summary, characterization of the S. mansoni TPI gene provides further evidence that schistosomes frequently employ an unusual combination of very small and large introns. All intron positions are identical to a subset of the introns found in both mammalian and plant TPI genes. This essential gene appears to be expressed from a single gene copy employing a heterogeneous cap site.
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